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I Cover the Waterfront 2014-09-02 distinctive original fresh in in tone and
manner with a quaint whimsicality of feeling and expression the new york times
life on the western waterfront has always fascinated max miller a special
reporter for the san diego sun embraced by all the waterfront folk he has
joined them on their cruises has learned the mystery of their crafts and knows
them like brothers max himself has become a part of the waterfront not a
fishing boat ties up to the wharf without max miller getting the story not a
submarine comes in nor an airplane soars out over the water without max miller
s being invited to go he is one of the first men to climb up the ladder of the
pacific lines especially when celebrities are aboard a combination of newspaper
reporter philosopher and poet the author writes his charming sketches in his
studio upstairs in the tugboat office where he can look out over his domain but
reporting is not simply a job with max miller it is the greatest pleasure of
his life he delights in setting down his impressions of the western shore where
life is a constant flux and reflux seasonal immutable and yet ever exciting the
departure of the sardine fleet the hunt for elephant seals for the zoo the
sailing of the california fruit liners i cover the waterfront was first
published in the early 1930s and has since gone on to become a classic it is as
memorable for its unique stories as it is for its individual style so keenly
sensitive to the personalities of men and to the romantic environment of the
harbor and deep sea life
On the Waterfront 2013-01-22 in today s film world parts of waterfront do not
work as well as they once did occasionally the film seems contrived or overly
familiar at times the theme was too obvious going overboard with its preachy
tone but the passion comes through passion never changes the films basic theme
heroism standing up for what one believes in the face of seemingly overwhelming
opposition and for trying to change things for the better is ageless even with
its few flaws waterfront with its dynamic cinematic conflict and rich textured
characters is on the afi list of one of the top best films of twentieth century
holding position eight waterfront has withstood the test of time primarily
because it is a good story brilliantly filmed its overall grittiness and the
remarkable performances of marlon brando rod steiger and lee j cobb s brando s
performance is still widely considered one of the greatest performances ever in
film
The Waterfront 1982 divschulberg s academy award winning screenplay about ex
boxer and dock worker terry malloy whose talent made him a contender and whose
courage will make him a hero divdiv the film on the waterfront garnered eight
oscars the leading role of terry malloy was perhaps marlon brando s tour de
force but none of these achievements would have been possible without the
explosive inspired script written by budd schulberg the story of stevedores
sweating and dying for a corrupt mob run union and one former boxer s quixotic
fight for dignity stands among the most iconic narratives of american cinema
deeply influenced by schulberg s own reporting on new york and new jersey crime
families unions and the boxing world as well as on earlier reporting by malcolm
johnson this screenplay represents a singular confluence of american artistry
and political history divdiv divdivthis ebook features an illustrated biography
of budd schulberg including rare images and never before seen documents from
the author s estate div
On the Waterfront: The Final Shooting Script 2012-07-31 building on his academy
award winning screenplay of the classic film budd schulberg s on the waterfront
is the story of ex prizefighter terry malloy s valiant stand against corruption
on the new jersey docks it generates all the power grittiness and truth of that
great production but goes beyond it in set and setting it is a novel of
strength and fallibility of hope and defeat of love and betrayal in his
introduction mr schulberg writes the film s concentration on a single
dominating character brought close to the camera eye made it esthetically
inconvenient if not impossible to set terry s story in its social and
historical perspective suggesting the knotted complexities of the world of the
waterfront that loops around new york
On the Waterfront 2009 until the mid 20th century organised crime ruled new
york s waterfront then malcolm johnson s groundbreaking series crime on the
waterfront appeared in the new york sun revealing a violent underworld that
influenced all levels of new york s politics society and industry johnson s
extensive investigation finally forced the government to take action and led to
changes in law that affected the whole country collected for the first time
these pulitzer prize winning articles tell the riveting story of mobsters
murder faith and the ultimate victory of fair play
On the Waterfront 2005 i could have been a contender i could have been somebody
so speaks the haunted former boxer terry malloy marlon brando to his brother
charley rod steiger in a scene from on the waterfront elia kazan 1954 that is
one of the most famous in all cinema set among unionised new york longshoremen
kazan s film from a screenplay by budd schulberg recounts terry s struggle
against corruption and his ultimate hard won victory the marvellous



performances of brando steiger and eva marie saint as well as karl malden and
lee j cobb boris kaufman s photography and leonard bernstein s score all
justify the film s fame but on the waterfront is also notorious regarded by
many as an attempt at justifying the decision on the part of kazan and
schulberg to name names before the house unamerican activities committee that
controversial decision is still incendiary today as was evidenced in the furore
that surrounded kazan s academy award for lifetime achievement in 1999 with
kazan s death in 2003 and brando s in 2004 a reappraisalof on the waterfront is
timely and necessary in this definitive study leo braudy tells the complicated
story of the film s production he revisits the facts behind the controversy of
kazan s testimony but above all he analyses the elements which contribute to
the enduring appeal of on the waterfront the method inspired acting the music
and cinematography the use of authentic locations and its powerfully symbolic
depiction of post war american values
On the Waterfront 2019-07-25 divbudd schulberg s academy award winning
screenplay updated as a stage drama for modern audiences first performed in
1988 and again on broadway in 1995 budd schulberg and stan silverman s stage
version of on the waterfront may represent the purest incarnation of his
classic story produced forty years after the movie swept the academy awards the
subtly modernized stage play was a call to arms for a new generation with this
rendition schulberg and silverman hoped to reach young people who seemed
detached from the dehumanizing effects of poverty and the exploitation of
society s most vulnerable set in the 1950s and featuring original protagonists
terry malloy and father pete barry on the waterfront continues to stand as a
masterful and uniquely american tragedy this ebook features an illustrated
biography of budd schulberg including rare images and never before seen
documents from the author s estate div
On the Waterfront: The Play 2012-07-31 empires on the waterfront offers a new
spatial framework for understanding japan s extended transition into the modern
world of nation states this study examines a largely unacknowledged system of
special trading ports that operated under full japanese jurisdiction in the
shadow of the better known treaty ports by allowing japan to circumvent
conditions imposed on treaty ports the special trading ports were key to
achieving autonomy and regional power catherine l phipps uses an overtly
geographic approach to demonstrate that the establishment of japan s maritime
networks depended on initiatives made and carried out on multiple geographical
scales global national and local the story of the special trading ports unfolds
in these three dimensions through an in depth assessment of the port of moji in
northern kyushu empires on the waterfront recasts the rise of japan s own
empire as a process deeply embedded in the complicated system of maritime
relations in east asia during the pivotal second half of the nineteenth century
Empires on the Waterfront 2020-05-11 former boxer terry malloy and his brother
charley the crooked lawyer known to all as the gent are members of the tough
mobster connected new york longshoremen union run by johnny friendly johnny and
his goons rule the waterfront with an iron fist meaning that if you want to
stay alive you do things johnny s way plead d d deaf and dumb on the waterfront
is one of the most gripping tales of political corruption and individual
heroism of our time the 1954 film starring marlon brando achieved massive
critical acclaim and went on to win eight oscars including best actor for
brando as well as best film and best screenplay for schulberg on the waterfront
is rightly considered a modern classic and is as powerful a read today as it
was fifty years ago
On The Waterfront 2013-04-29 fusing history lore politics culture and on site
adventures esteemed essayist and author phillip lopate takes us on an exuberant
affectionate and eye opening excursion around manhattan s shoreline waterfront
captures the ever changing character of new york in the best way possible on a
series of exploratory walks conducted by one of the city s most engaging and
knowledgeable guides starting at the battery and moving at a leisurely pace
along the banks of the hudson and east rivers lopate describes the
infrastructures public spaces and landmarks he encounters along with
fascinating insights into how they came to be unpeeling layers of myth and
history he reveals the economic ecological and political concerns that
influenced the city s development reporting on everything from the building of
the brooklyn bridge to the latest projects dotting the shorelines new york s
waterfront has undergone a three stage revaluation from the world s largest
port to an abandoned seedy no man s land to a highly desirable zone of parks
and upscale retail and residential properties each metamorphosis only
incompletely shedding earlier associations physically no area of new york city
has changed as dramatically as the shoreline thanks to natural processes and
the use of landfill dredging and other interventions everywhere phillip lopate
walked on the waterfront he saw the present as a layered accumulation of older
narratives he set about his task by trying to read the city like a text one
textual layer is the past going back to the lenape indians captain kidd and



melville s sailors another is the present whatever or whoever was popping up in
his view at the moment a third layer contains the constructed environment the
architecture or piers or parks currently along the shore another layer still is
his personal history the memories recalled by visiting certain spots yet
another consists of the city s incredibly rich cultural record the literature
films and artwork that threw a reflecting light on the matter at hand and
finally there is the invisible or imagined layer what he thinks should be on
the waterfront but is not waterfront is studded with short diversions where
lopate expounds on some of the greater issues characters and sites of manhattan
s shoreline be it a revisionist examination of robert moses the effect of
shipworms on the city s piers and foundations the battle over westway the dream
of public housing the legacy of joseph mitchell a wonderful passage about the
longshoremen and elia kazan s on the waterfront or the meaning of the world
trade center lopate punctuates this marvelous journey with the sights and
sounds and words of a world like no other a rich and impressive work by an
undisputed master stylist waterfront takes its rightful place next to other
literary classics of new york such as e b white s here is new york and joseph
mitchell s up in the old hotel it is an unparalleled look at new york s
landscape and history and an irresistible invitation to meander along its
outermost edges
Stories of the Waterfront 1984 during the 1910s and 1920s the philadelphia
waterfront was home to the most durable interracial multiethnic union seen in
the united states prior to the congress of industrial organizations cio era for
much of its time local 8 s majority was african american and included
immigrants from eastern europe as well as many irish americans in this
important study peter cole examines how local 8 affiliated with the industrial
workers of the world iww accomplished what no other did at the time he also
shows how race was central not only to the rise but also to the decline of
local 8 as increasing racial tensions were manipulated by employers and federal
agents bent on the union s destruction
Waterfront 2008-12-18 with working lives characterized by exploitation and
rootlessness merchant seamen were isolated from mainstream life yet their
contacts with workers in port cities around the world imbued them with a sense
of internationalism these factors contributed to a subculture that encouraged
militancy spontaneous radicalism and a syndicalist mood bruce nelson s award
winning book examines the insurgent activity and consciousness of maritime
workers during the 1930s as he shows merchant seamen and longshoremen on the
pacific coast made major institutional gains sustained a lengthy period of
activity and expanded their working class consciousness nelson examines the two
major strikes that convulsed the region and caused observers to state that day
to day labor relations resembled guerilla warfare he also looks at related
activity from increasing political activism to stoppages to defend laborers
from penalties refusals to load cargos for mussolini s war in ethiopia and
forced boardings of german vessels to tear down the swastika
Wobblies on the Waterfront 2010-10-01 this novel was published after the movie
on the waterfront and more closely approximates schulberg s screenplay than
does the film the novel centers on mob activity at the docks in new york and
new jersey
I Cover the Waterfront 1938 making telling use of hundreds of photographs ann
breen and dick rigby analyze key waterfront developments from around the world
in seven major themes commercial public enjoyment of the waterfront via cafes
and restaurants hotels shopping and socializing cultural and educational in
which museums and concert halls ecological parks and modern aquariums are made
attractive and accessible historic with a focus on the structures of past
generations modernized to take into account today s needs and tastes
recreational parks and walkways marinas and play areas residential urban
projects rather than resorts and working waterfronts featuring today s
continued industrial uses of center city waterfronts an often forgotten aspect
of the new waterfront the authors also select some of the most dramatic
waterfront makeovers for inclusion in a separate chapter on major
transformations these include vast projects but also smaller efforts with
significant community impact dozens of schemes are discussed in detail and
nearly a hundred are put into context in the illustrated gazetteer at the end
of the book revealing waterfront regeneration as a truly universal phenomenon
of our time authoritatively written meticulously researched and spectacularly
illustrated the new waterfront is an indispensable resource for architects
urban planners developers landscape designers and students a book that will
also have a much wider appeal for anyone lured by the attraction of the water s
edge
Waterfront 1966 growing up during the great depression kaye williams began his
lifelong fascination with ships and the waterfront the ships were passing
tugboats freighters and lumber schooners and the waterfront was in bridgeport
connecticut a gritty industrial city on the shores of long island sound and



once the home of p t barnum after marrying his teenage sweetheart vivian kaye
pursued careers as an ironworker boat dealer and lobsterboat captain but it was
his fourth career that attracted international attention the creation of
captain s cove seaport and the restoration of the rose the replica of an
eighteenth century british frigate captain s cove seaport began an urban
revival in a crime ridden backwater corner of bridgeport by restoring the rose
kaye created an internationally renowned sailing training vessel that became
connecticut s official state ship and he didn t stop there building a replica
of an early aircraft led to a friendship with retired chief justice warren
burger a wedding that was moved from the north pole to a baltimore courthouse
and the involvement of russian sailors on a bill of rights bicentennial tour
aboard the rose man of the waterfront is both a compelling human drama and a
look at the social impact of efforts to revive a mid sized industrial city
honorable mention for general non fiction at the 2012 new england book festival
and honorable mention for biographies at the 2013 great northwest book festival
Workers on the Waterfront 1990 the inside story of the making of the film
classic on the waterfront
Waterfront 1955 site of the world s busiest and most lucrative harbor
throughout the first half of the twentieth century the port of new york was
also the historic preserve of irish american gangsters politicians longshoremen
s union leaders and powerful roman catholic pastors this is the demimonde
depicted to stunning effect in elia kazan s on the waterfront 1954 and into
which james t fisher takes readers in this remarkable and engaging historical
account of the classic film s backstory fisher introduces readers to the real
father pete barry featured in on the waterfront john m pete corridan a
crusading priest committed to winning union democracy and social justice for
the port s dockworkers and their families a jesuit labor school instructor not
a parish priest corridan was on but not of manhattan s west side irish
waterfront his ferocious advocacy was resisted by the very men he sought to
rescue from the violence and criminality that rendered the port a jungle an
outlaw frontier in the words of investigative reporter malcolm johnson driven
off the waterfront corridan forged creative and spiritual alliances with men
like johnson and budd schulberg the screenwriter who worked with corridan for
five years to turn johnson s pulitzer prize winning 1948 newspaper exposé into
a movie fisher s detailed account of the waterfront priest s central role in
the film s creation challenges standard views of the film as a post facto
justification for kazan and schulberg s testimony as ex communists before the
house committee on un american activities on the irish waterfront is also a
detailed social history of the new york new jersey waterfront from the rise of
irish american entrepreneurs and political bosses during the world war i era to
the mid 1950s when the emergence of a revolutionary new mode of cargo shipping
signaled a radical reorganization of the port this book explores the conflicts
experienced and accommodations made by an insular irish catholic community
forced to adapt its economic political and religious lives to powerful forces
of change both local and global in scope
The New Waterfront 1996 through careful research and colorful accounts
historian paul a gilje discovers what liberty meant to an important group of
common men in american society those who lived and worked on the waterfront and
aboard ships in the process he reveals that the idealized vision of liberty
associated with the founding fathers had a much more immediate and complex
meaning than previously thought in liberty on the waterfront american maritime
culture in the age of revolution life aboard warships merchantmen and whalers
as well as the interactions of mariners and others on shore is recreated in
absorbing detail describing the important contributions of sailors to the
resistance movement against great britain and their experiences during the
revolutionary war gilje demonstrates that while sailors recognized the ideals
of the revolution their idea of liberty was far more individual in nature often
expressed through hard drinking and womanizing or joining a ship of their
choice gilje continues the story into the post revolutionary world highlighted
by the quasi war with france the confrontation with the barbary pirates and the
war of 1812
Man of the Waterfront 2012-07-01 before his death from aids in 1992 david
wojnarowicz became known in the 1980s as an outspoken aids activist
anticensorship advocate artist and writer written as short monologues each of
these powerful early works of autobiographical fiction is spoken in the voice
of a character he stumbles upon during travels throughout america
On the Waterfront: the Making of a Great American Film 2010-12-08 on the
waterfront came perilously close to never being produced because as darryl
zanuck put it when he rejected the script who s going to care about a lot of
sweaty longshoremen zanuck could not see that on the waterfront was a natural
sequel to the grapes of wrath and how green was my valley his rejection of the
script sent elia kazan and budd schulberg on a seemingly hopeless quest for a
producer to make their film both kazan and schulberg had been bitten by the



waterfront bug kazan having aborted a project he had begun with arthur miller
and schulberg having a possible dramatization of malcolm johnson s pulitzer
prize winning series of articles crime on the waterfront fail to materialize
with their decision schulberg went down on the docks to research the more than
750 miles of shoreline containing 1 800 piers over a year of research had gone
into the script schulberg and kazan carried from studio to studio to studio
their despair was made whole when the hollywood reporter reported their grim
odyssey in a gossip column they retreated to their hotel room and schulberg
booked an early flight east at this point sam spiegel dropped in to invite them
to a party in his room across the hall and learned of their plight a story
session in spiegel s room at seven in the morning with spiegel in bed sheet and
blanket drawn up under his chin wrested a murmured i ll do it we ll make the
picture
On the Irish Waterfront 2011-01-15 terry malloy dreams about being a prize
fighter while running errands at the docks for johnny friendly the corrupt boss
of the docker s union terry witnesses a murder by two of johnny s thugs he
later meets father barry who tries to force terry to provide information for
the courts that will smash the dock racketeers
On the Waterfront 1964 some cities have long treasured waterfront promenades
many cities have recently built ones and others have plans to create them as
opportunities arise beyond connecting people with urban water bodies waterfront
promenades offer many social and ecological benefits they are places for social
gathering for physical activity for relief from the stresses of urban life and
where the unique transition from water to land eco systems can be nurtured and
celebrated the best are inclusive places welcoming and accessible to diverse
users this book explores urban waterfront promenades worldwide it presents 38
promenade case studies as varied as vancouver s extensive network that has been
built over the last century the classic promenades in rio de janeiro the
promenades in stockholm s recently built hammarby sjöstad eco district and the
ma on shan promenade in the hong kong new territories analyzing their physical
form social use the circumstances under which they were built the public
policies that brought them into being and the threats from sea level rise and
the responses that have been made based on wide research urban waterfront
promenades examines the possibilities for these public spaces and offers design
and planning approaches useful for professionals community decision makers and
scholars extensive plans cross sections and photographs permit visual
comparison
Waterfront [chart]. 2004 the sea and a mighty river dominate greater vancouver
dramatic stories abound along its waterfront of this place its people ships and
events that shaped a city a region and a nation waterfront is a magnificently
illustrated authoritative and lively tour of the dynamic ebb and flow between
the water the surrounding land and above all the people who strove and dreamed
along the waterfront pub desc
Waterfront 1957 these three inter related stories describe the lives of three
generations of the mcgowan family and their personal battles to make a living
by working on the boston waterfront the common thread that runs through them is
the challenges presented by the shape up or pick up system a procedure that was
archaic and rife with favoritism and was the sole determining factor whether
you received a salary that day the longshoremen details the working conditions
and challenges of working on the boston waterfront and is based on the real
life experiences of longshoremen page 4 cover
Liberty on the Waterfront 2012-04-17 fusing history lore politics culture and
on site adventures esteemed essayist and author phillip lopate takes us on an
exuberant affectionate and eye opening excursion around manhattan s shoreline
waterfront captures the ever changing character of new york in the best way
possible on a series of exploratory walks conducted by one of the city s most
engaging and knowledgeable guides starting at the battery and moving at a
leisurely pace along the banks of the hudson and east rivers lopate describes
the infrastructures public spaces and landmarks he encounters along with
fascinating insights into how they came to be unpeeling layers of myth and
history he reveals the economic ecological and political concerns that
influenced the city s development reporting on everything from the building of
the brooklyn bridge to the latest projects dotting the shorelines new york s
waterfront has undergone a three stage revaluation from the world s largest
port to an abandoned seedy no man s land to a highly desirable zone of parks
and upscale retail and residential properties each metamorphosis only
incompletely shedding earlier associations physically no area of new york city
has changed as dramatically as the shoreline thanks to natural processes and
the use of landfill dredging and other interventions everywhere phillip lopate
walked on the waterfront he saw the present as a layered accumulation of older
narratives he set about his task by trying to read the city like a text one
textual layer is the past going back to the lenape indians captain kidd and
melville s sailors another is the present whatever or whoever was popping up in



his view at the moment athird layer contains the constructed environment the
architecture or piers or parks currently along the shore another layer still is
his personal history the memories recalled by visiting certain spots yet
another consists of the city s incredibly rich cultural record the literature
films and artwork that threw a reflecting light on the matter at hand and
finally there is the invisible or imagined layer what he thinks should be on
the waterfront but is not waterfront is studded with short diversions where
lopate expounds on some of the greater issues characters and sites of manhattan
s shoreline be it a revisionist examination of robert moses the effect of
shipworms on the city s piers and foundations the battle over westway the dream
of public housing the legacy of joseph mitchell a wonderful passage about the
longshoremen and elia kazan s on the waterfront or the meaning of the world
trade center lopate punctuates this marvelous journey with the sights and
sounds and words of a world like no other a rich and impressive work by an
undisputed master stylist waterfront takes its rightful place next to other
literary classics of new york such as e b white s here is new york and joseph
mitchell s up in the old hotel it is an unparalleled look at new york s
landscape and history and an irresistible invitation to meander along its
outermost edges
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